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Abstract. Since the first MICCAI grand challenge was organized in
2007 [1], the impact of biomedical image analysis challenges on both the
research field as well as on individual careers has been steadily growing.
For example, the acceptance of a journal article today often depends on
the performance of a new algorithm being assessed against the state-ofthe-art work on publicly available challenge datasets. Furthermore, the
results are also important for the individuals scientific careers as well as
the potential that algorithms can be translated into clinical practice.
Yet, while the publication of papers in scientific journals and prestigious conferences, such as MICCAI, undergoes strict quality control, the
design and organization of challenges do not. To investigate the effect of
common practice, we have formed an international initiative dedicated
to analyzing and improving a variety of aspects related to biomedical
challenge design, execution and reporting [2]. In the first part of our abstract presentation at LABELS workshop, we are going to present some
of the major pitfalls related to biomedical image analysis challenges today. Specifically, we will look at the following research questions:
RQ1: How robust are challenge rankings? What is the effect of
– the specific test cases used?
– the specific metric variant(s) applied?
– the rank aggregation method chosen (e.g. aggregation of metric values with the mean vs median)?
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– the observer who generated the reference annotation?
RQ2: Does the robustness of challenge rankings vary with different (commonly applied) metrics and ranking schemes?
Based on the findings of our study, we will further present best practice recommendations covering a range of different aspects from the size
and quality of the datasets, to strategies for missing data handling and
methods for computing final rankings.
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